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Ten days passed.Earth-shaking changes have taken place in these ten days! 

 

All the beams of light disappeared. 

 

The sky is restored to the normal size of blue sky and white clouds! 

 

But the environment has improved more than a hundred times! 

Everything is like washed! 

 

Gradually, all the abnormal phenomena disappeared, and the magnetic field stabilized. 

 

Especially the natural situation has disappeared. 

 

Energy also tends to be in a balanced state, spreading across every corner of the world. Nourish the 

growth of everything! 

 

The desert turned into an oasis before. 

Ten days later. 

 

More dense and expansive! 

 

Both the number and the prosperity of flowers, plants and trees have skyrocketed again. 

 



Coupled with the lingering spirit, nothingness is illusory. 

It’s really the same as the fairyland everyone imagined… 

 

This is a whole new world! 

 

No one knows that this will be the result. 

 

Not destroying human civilization, but transforming it. 

 

In these ten days. 

 

The Guardians of the Galaxy Alliance has been observing the changes outside. 

 

Especially from the beginning of the instrument malfunction and disorder, it can be detected now. 

 

They have grasped all the changes! 

 

At first I felt that it seemed too quiet and dangerous outside. 

 

After ten days, nothing happened. 

 

But the Eagle Nation still did not dare to go out. 

 

After all, it is still unclear what is going on outside. 

 



And once you go out to investigate, the device covering the entire Warhawk Nation has to be turned off. 

 

They still dare not. 

 

But after a long time. 

 

The head of the game Smith and senior Nelson hurried over. 

 

A decision was announced-the device was shut down! Moreover, the Guardian of the Galaxy Alliance 

will organize an expedition to go out to inspect the situation. 

Because this group of high-level leaders had the promise of the messenger behind the scenes, they 

dared to do so! 

 

soon. 

 

The expedition team is formed. 

 

Agent Black Hawk personally led the team, and even the brain of God was arranged in it. 

 

“Boom…” 

 

With everyone’s anxiety, the device was shut down along with the earth-shattering movement. 

 

The transparent shield covering the War Eagle Nation disappeared in an instant. 

 

“boom……” 



 

At this moment. 

 

It is as if the rain is falling from the sky. 

 

Everyone just felt that a shower of moist rain fell, soaking the body and mind. 

 

At this moment, everyone felt that their pores were relaxed, countless turbid impurities were excreted 

from the body, and the invisible rain washed the body again. 

 

 

  

A warm current spreads from the limbs and hundreds of skeletons all over the body, transforming all the 

blood vessels, veins and veins of the human organs. 

 

There was a popping sound coming from the body! 

 

Everyone just feels like being reborn, full of strength all over, 

 

Both ordinary people and martial arts superpowers have their bodies washed and promoted. 

 

And it’s a big improvement! ! ! 

 

It is easier to use than the top laboratory medicines before! 

 

Just this moment. 



 

Everyone felt that any dark and major diseases were wiped out. 

 

The physique has been changed against the sky! 

 

Everyone was shocked! 

 

too frightening! 

 

The environment of the world today is so good! 

 

Even if you just breathe casually like this, it’s like taking a panacea! 

 

Has a magical effect! 

 

Not to mention washing in this environment for a long time. 

 

That will have an unimaginable miraculous effect! 


